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Foreword
Pocket Statistics is published annually for the use of NASA managers and their
immediate staffs. Included is a summary of the NASA Program goals and objectives,
major mission performance, USSR spaceflights, summary comparisons of the USA
and USSR space records, and selected technical, financial, and manpower data.
This NASA management document is published for li
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National Aeronautics And Space Act Of 1958
The Declaration of Policy and Purpose of the National Aeronautics and Spac
Act is outlined in Section 102 (a) through (c) of PL 85-568 as follows:
Sec. 102. (a) The Congress hereby declares that it is the poli
States that activities in space should be devoted to peaceful p
benefit of all mankind.
cy of the United
urposes for the
(b) The Congress declares that the general welfare and security of
the United States require that adequate provision be made for aeronautical and
space activities. The Congress further declares that such activities shall be the
responsibility of, and shall be directed by, a civilian agency exercising control
over aeronautical and space activities sponsored by the United States, except
that activities peculiar to or primarily associated with the development of wea-
pons systems, military operations, or the defense of the United States (including
the research and development necessary to make effective provision for the de-
fense of the United States) shall be the responsibility of, and shall be directed
by, the Department of Defense; and that determination as to which such agency
has responsibility for and direction of any such activity shall be made by the
President in conformity with section 201 (e).
be conducted i
(c) The aeronautical and space activities of the United States shall
3 contribute materially to one or more of the following objec-
(1) The expansion of human knowledge of pheni
phere and space;
(2) The improvement of the usefulness, performance. Speed, safety,
and efficiency of aeronautical and space vehicles;
(3) The development and operation of vehicles capable of carry-
ing instruments, equipment, supplies, and living organisms through space;
(4) The establishment of long-range studies of the potential bene-
fits to be gained from the opportunities for, and the problems involved
in the utilization of aeronautical and space activities for peaceful and
scientific purposes;
(5) The preservation of the role of the United States as a leader
in aeronautical and space science and technology and in the application
thereof to the conduct of peaceful activities within and outside the
atmosphere;
(6) The making available to agencies directly concerned with
national defense of discoveries that have military value or significance,
and the furnishing by such agencies, to the civilian agency established
to direct and control nonmilitary aeronautical and space activities, of
information as to discoveries which hove value or significance to that agency
(7) Cooperation by the United States with other nations and
groups of nations in work done pursuant to this Act and in the peaceful
application of the results thereof; and
(8) The most effective utilization of the scientific and engineering
resources of the United States, with close cooperation among all interested
agencies of the United States in order to avoid unnecessary duplication of




Scope, Objectives, and Guidlines
SCOPE: Pursuant to the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, NASA
has developed an extensive program of international cooperation which has
opened the entire range of its space activities to foreign participation.
Cooperative programs and activities involving nations and groups of nations
are established by (1) agency to agency memoranda of understanding (MOU's),
(2) agency to agency letter agreements, or (3) more formal intergovernmental
agreements. The relative complexity, cost, and duration of the program or
project dictate in part the type of arrangement used to establish the
cooperative effort. NASA's international activities demonstrate the many
peaceful purposes and applications of space science and technology and
provide opportunities for contribution by scientists and agencies of other
countries to the tasks of increasing human understanding and use of the
spatial environment. Cooperation also supports operating requirements for
the launch and observation of spacecraft.
OBJECTIVES; Cooperation by the United States (US) with other nations
contributes to the US aeronautical and space research program end to
broader national objectives by:
Stimulating scientific and technical contributions from abroad
Enlarging the potential for the development of the state of the art
Providing access to foreign areas of geographic significance tracking
activities and contingency landing sites
Enhancing satellite experiments with foreign scientific supporting data
Developing cost-sharing and complementary space programs
Extending ties among scientific and national communities
Supporting US foreign relations and foreign policy
GUIDELINES: NASA's international activities follow guidelines which
recognize the interests of the US and foreign scientists, establish a basis
for sound programs of mutual value, and contribute substantively to the
objectives of international cooperation. These guidelines provide for:
t of a government
Conduct of projects and activities having scientific validity and mutual
ler than generalized programs
by each participating agency
sjects
L
• Designation by each participating government f
agency for the negotiation and supervision of join
interest
Agreement upon specific projects rath
Acceptance of financial responsibility 
for its own contributions to joint pro t
Provision for the widest and most practicable dissemination of the








Experiments on NASA Missions
Experiments with Foreign
Principal Investigators
US Experiments with Foreign Co-
Investigators or Team Members
US Experiments on Foreign Spacecraft









SuDDort of Manned Space Flights
Solar System Exploration
Astronomy & Astrophysics
Cooperative Balloon and Airborne Projects
Balloon Flights
Airborne Observations
International Solar Energy Projects
Cooperative Aeronautical Projects


























Completed or in Progress International






















Launchings of Non-US ' 15
Spacecraft
Foreign Launchings of NASA 1
Spacecraft
TRACKING & DATA" ACQUISITION
NASA Overseas Tracking Stations/ 20
Facilities
NASA Funded SAO Optical & Laser 16
Tracking Facilities
Reimbursable Tracking Arrangements
Support Provided by NASA 5
Support Received by NASA 3
PERSONNEL EXCHANGES






Completed or in Progress














The Space Transportation System ha* opened o new era in space
exploration and utilization for U. $• Government agencies,
commercial firms, and foreign groups-
Firm commitments exist for 28 operational Shuttle flights during
1982-85 representing over 20 different users.
Operational traffic forecast calls for 311 flights over a 12 year period.
Operational costs will be recovered by NASA.
NASA payloads will account for 32% of the operational missions,
DOD for 38%, and others, including commercial and foreign users;30%.
Two Shuttle launch sites - Kennedy Space Center (three-forths of
flights) and, beginning in lote 1985, Vandenberg AFB.
The Office of Space Flight
Manages ground and flight operations during pre-flight checkout,
launch, on-orbit, landing, and post-flight refurbishment activities.
Develops financial plans and pricing structures.
Provides all necessary services to potential users.
Manages expendable launch vehicles during transition to a
fully operational fleet of arbiters.




FLIGHT INTRODUCTION - The Space Shuttle is o manned reusable vehicle. The
Shuttle consists of a reusable arbiter, mounted piggyback at launch on o large ex-
pendable liquid propellent tank and two recoverable and reusable solid propellent
rocket boasters. At launch, the two solid rockets and the arbiter's three liquid
rocket engines ignite and burn simultaneously. At an altitude of about 25 statute
miles, the spent solid rockets detach and parachute into the ocean for recovery
and reuse. The arbiter and its propel I ant tank continue ascent. After main engine
cutoff, the expendable propel I on t tank is jettisoned and impacts into o remote
ocean area. The arbiter with its crew and payload remain in orbit to carry out its
mission, normally for about 4-7 days. When the mission is completed, the arbiter
returns to Earth and lands like a glider.
MISSION AND OPERATIONAL PLANNING - The Shuttle will carry into
space virtually all of me nation's civilian and military payloods as well as
many international, civilian and government payloads. These include science
and applications payloadi for private industry, universities, and research
organizations.
In addition to the first Space Shuttle Orbiter, the Columbia, three other arbiters
will comprise the Space Shuttle fleet. These are the Challenger with its first flight
scheduled for January 1983. The Discovery scheduled to fly in March 1984,




















The Office of Space Flight is responsible for overall management and operations
of the Space Shuttle program, including the activities and logistics of operating
the system, establishment of overall performance requirements, budget and
resources requirements, program planning, and the allocation and control of
resources.
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER (JSC) JSC is responsible for the development, production,
and delivery of the Space Shuttle arbiters, the day-to-day management of the
program, establishing detailed performance requirement!, overall systems inte-
gration, resources utilization and coordination of requirements, program scheduling,
and configuration control.
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER (KSC) KSC is responsible for design of launch and recovery
facilities, and serves as the launch and landing site for Space Shuttle flights
requiring launches in an easterly direction.
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER (MSFC) MSFC is responsible for the development,
production, and delivery of the arbiter main engines, the solid rocket boosters, and
the liquid hydrogen-oxygen external propellent tanks.
CHARACTERISTICS
• Orbitsr and Booster launched vertically
• Orbiter - Reusable Delta winged
manned vehicle
• Size - Same os a DC-9
• Crew capacity - 7 : Commander, pilot,
mission specialists, and paylcad specialists.
• Cargo Compartment - 15 ft dia, 60 ft
long (carry loads up to 65,000 Ibs)
• Launch and Reentry Speed - no more
than 3G
USES
Launch most unmanned spacecraft
Study space near and far
Deploy scientific A applications
satellites of all types
Service and repair satellites
Retrieve satellites from Earth orbit
International cooperation
Rescue missions
Will replace most of the expendable
launch vehicles currently used
A-9
Space Science And Applications Goals
IIFE SCIENCES
To assume adequate medical care and life support to
spacecraft crews; to devise preventive or therapeutic
countermeasures for deleterious physiological effects
of space flight; to characterize the effects of
gravity variations on organisms — especially man; to
characterize the role of life in processes that affect
the terrestrial environment; and to determine how life
began and how it may be distributed in the universe. •
ASTROPHYSICS
To use access to space to carry out measurements of
celestial objects at wave lengths and particle
energies which cannot be measured from the ground and
to conduct basic experiments making use of the unique
space environment; to understand the generation of
energy in the Sun, its transformation into different
forms and transport into interplanetary space; to
understand the Sun as a star.
EARTH AND PLANETARY EXPLORATION
To further our understanding of the o
evolution of the solar system; to fur
understanding of the Earth as a plane
research tools for the management of
and to initiate the survey of near ea
igin and
her our




To plan, implement, and conduct Spacelab and Orbiter-
attached missions for NASA programs; to integrate and
implement multidisciplinary OSSA Space Platform and
Space Station missions; to interface with STS to
reduce the cost and increase the flexibility of STS -
attached missions.
EARTH AND ITS ENVIRONMENT
To use space observation to further our understanding
of the physical, chemical, and biological processes
which govern the solid Earth, its land masses, oceans,
and atmospheres, and its life forms.
COMMUNICATIONS
To develop high risk advanced communications
technology useable in multiple frequency bands to
support a wide range of future communications systems
for NASA, other governmental agencies, and industry to
insure continued U.S. preeminence in satellite
communications.
MATERIALS PROCESSING
To understand gravitational effects on materials
processing; applying this knowledge to enhance
materials processing on Earth; and, exploration of the
space environment to produce unique, low-volume, high-
value materials.
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w Contrail Night Operations
EFFECT
100 MILLION BBL/YR SAVINGS
MEETS ALL CLEAN AIR RECOMME
REDUCED TRANSPORTATION COST
ELIMINATE ENVIRONMENTAL RESTF














































































Earth Photo from Satellite
Lunar Impact













Manned Docking of Two Craft
Lunar Orbiter
Lunar Surface Sampler
Circumlunar of Live Animals
Manned Lunar Orbit
Manned Lunar Landing



































































































operative Mission - Rendez
Docking, and Transfer of
Crews
vlultfday Operation of
Spacecraft on Surface of
Another Planet






& measurements of Jupiter
S. Saturn
Space Shuttle Flight
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B-6 a/ Subject to change as D OD payloadi become unclassified
Successful USA & USSR Announced Pay loads











































































































SKYLAB SL-I SATURN V
Sl-2 - Saturn IB
SL-3 - Saturn IB





































































































APOLLO SATURN 1 1
































































































































































































































































B-10 *Crews exchanged spacecraft for re-entry


























MISSIONAOTALS COSMONAUTS DURATION MAN-HOURS
SUMMARY
VOSTOK 6 6 382:26 382:26
VOSKHOD 2 5 50:19 124:55
SOYUZ 44 92 29,660:00 60,573:39
USSR TOTAL 52 \ 103 30,092:45 61,081:00
•
B-ll







































0 . . .



















Includes all launches (Little Joes, Scouts, ond larger), funded by NASA or for
•^ASA has vehicle performance responsibility, including vehicle development




























1981 TOTAL VEHICLE LAUNCH RECORD
Attempts Successes % Successful
Space Shuttle 2 2 I X
Atlas Contour 4 4 I X
Atlos-F 1 1 100
Delto 5 5 I X
Scout 1 _I 100
TOTAL 13 13 IX









. ! creation of NASA by projects transferred to NASA in October 1958






NASA Major Launch Record 1982
MISSION
Nome/De*ig.
















































































































M I S S I O N / R E M A R K S
(All launches from ETR, unle» otherwise noted.)
RCA Communications Satellite - Reimbursable
Space Communications Company Satellite - Reimbursable
Comsat Communications Satellite - Reimbursable
Third orbital flight-Commander, Jock R. Lommo, Pilot, Charle
G. Fullerton - Two major payloods - OSS-1 conducted scienti-
fic experiments and the Monodisperse Latex Reactor (MLR)
conducted materials processing research. Landed at White
Sands - Mission Duration 192 hrs. 5 min.
Indian Communications Satellite - Reimbursable
Space Communications Company Satellite - Reimbursable 1
Fourth orbital flight-Commander, Thomas K. Mattingly, Pilot, 1
Henry W. Hartsfield - Two major payloads - Classified DODonJ
a NASA Nighttime/Daytime Optical Survey of Thunderstorm
Lightning Paylood - Mission Duration - 169 hrs. 10 min.
NASA Spacecraft to study Earth resources - WTR
Canadain Communications Satellite - Reimbursable 1
Comsat Communications Satellite - Reimbursable I
RCA Communications Satellite - Reimbursable I
Commander, Vance Brand, Pilot, Robert Overmyer, Mission Specl
Joseph Allen & William lenoir - Two malar paylaads - SBS-C 1
4 the Telesat 1 - Mission Duration 122 hrs. 15 min. I
Total NASA Performance























































































































































































•Explorer XXX (Solar Physics) Scoot
•Explorer XXXVII (Solar Physics) Scout





















































DOD82-1 STS-4 27 Jun 82
Tola Reimpursables 42
•Cooperatives Total Cooperatives 3
I/ Vehicle Failure
























































































Inte sat II F-l 2/






nte sot III F-4
nte sot III F-5
nte sot III F-6
nte sot III F-7
ntesot III F-8 2/
nte sot IV F-2
nte sot IV F-3


























































































































































1 1 Nov 82
}/ VEHICLE FAILURE J^° Successful Launches - 5?
y SPACECRAFT FAILURE Totol Successful Payloods - 48
B-17
NASA/International Cooperative & Reimbursable Launches














ALOUETTE - II (Conodo)
(Piggyback on Explorer XXXI)
FRENCH IA (France)




























































SAN MARCO (C) (Italy)
CAS/EOLE-A (France)







•TELESAT B (ANIK-2) (Canoda)
• SKYNET II A (United Kingdom)




UK-5/AERIEL 5 (United Kingdom)
INTASAT (Spain-Piggyback on
FTOS-G)


















































































•Reimbursable Launches ]/ Vehicle Fa






































































1 1 Nov 82
Total Coo ratives 28
T t 1 Re' b abl 37




















Mercury (MR-BD) - Vehicle Test
Little Joe-SB
Freedom 7- (MR-3) (Manned)







Friendthip 7 (MA-6) (Manned)
Aurora 7 (MA-7) (Manned)
Sigma 7 (MA-8) (Manned)










. 8 Nov 60


























































































































Little Joe II 'l
Apollo Transonic Abort


































































































































Apollo 7 (205/CSM-101) (Manned)
Apollo 8 (503/CSM- 103/LTA-6) (Manned)
Apollo 9 (504/CSM- ltM/LM-3) (Manned)
Apollo 10 (505/CSM-106/LM-4) (Manned)
Apollo II (506/CSM-107/LM-5) (Manned)
Apollo 12 (507/CSM-I08/LM-6) (Manned)
Apollo 13 (508/CSM-109/LM-7) (Manned)
Apollo 14 (509/CSM-I10/LM-8) (Manned)
Apollo 15 (510/CSM-112/LM-10) (Manned)
Apollo 16 (511/CSM-113/LM-II) (Manned)




Workshop SL-1 (513/S-IVB 212)
First Manned Visit SL-2 (206/CSM-l 16)
Second Manned Visit SL-3 (207/C SM- 1 1 7)
































































































































































































































































Explorer 10 (P- 14) (Atmosphere Physics)
Probe A (P-21) (Scientific Geoprobe)
P-21o (Scientific Geoprobe)
Gravity Probe (Gravity Measurements)
TOTAL (Success/Attempts)
Orbital Flights
Beacon 1 (Atmosphere Physics)
Beacon 2 (Atmosphere Physics)





Vanguard 111 (Magnetic Fields)
TOTAL (Success/Attempts)
Explorer (S-l)(Energetic Particles)
Explorer 6 (S-2) (Meteorology)
Explorer 7 (S-lo) (Energetic Particles)
Explorer (S-46) (Energetic Particles)
Explorer 8 (S-30) (Atmosphere Physics)
Explorer (S-56) Atmosphere Physics)
Explorer 9 (S-56a) (Atmosphere Physics)
Explorer (S-45)(/>tmosphere Physics)
Explorer 11(5-15) (Gamma-ray Astronomy)




































































































PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY (Cont'd)
Orbilol Flights (Cont'J)
Explorer 12 (S-3) (Atmosphere Physics)
Explorer 14 (S-3o)(Atmosphece Physics)
Explorer 15 (S-3b) (Atmosphere Physics)
Explotel 17 (S-4)(Aeronomy)
Explorer 18 (IMP-A)
Explorer 19 (AD-A) (Atmonphere Physics)
Explorer 20 (S-48) (Atmosphere Physics)
Explorer 21 (IMP-E)
Explorer 22 (BE-B) (Geodesy)
Explorer 24 (Air Density) ( ., , ... .
c 1 1C 1, • n\ I I-*00 MissionExplorer 25 (Injun B) I










Explorer 39 Air Density)) ,. .....
Explorer 40 (Injun V) [ Dual M""°n

































































































































Monodisperse Latex Reactor (MLR)
TOTAL (Success/Attempts)




























































































































































































































Lunar Orbiter 1 (A)
Lunar Orbiter II (B)
Lunar Orbiter III (C)
Lunar Orbiter IV (D)


















































































































P onee IV (Lunar)
P onee (P-3) (Lunar)
*P onee V (P-2)
P onee (P-30) (Lunar)
P onee (P-31) (Lunar)
•P onee VI (A)
*P onee VII (B)
•P onee VIII (C)
*P onee IX (D)
'Pionee E
Pioneer X (F) (Jupiter Flyby)
























































































Mariner 1 (P-37)(Venus Probe-Failed)
Mariner II (P-38)(Venus Flyby)
Mariner III (C)(Mars Probe-Foiled)
Mariner IV (D) (Mars Flyby)
Mariner V (E) (Venu! Flyby)
Mariner VI (F) (Man Flyby)
Mariner VII (G) (Mars Flyby)
Mariner VIM (H)(Mors Orbiter -Foiled)
Mariner IX (1) (Mars Orbiter)
Mariner X (J) (Venus/Mercury Flyby)
TOTAL (Success/Attempts)
Viking 1 (A)(Mors Lander 4 Orbiter)
Viking 2 (B)(Moo Lander S. Orbiter)
TOTAL (Success/Attempts)
Voyoger 2 (Jupiter/Saturn Flyby)






















































































































































































Tiros V (A- 50)
Tiros VI (A-51)
Tiros VII (A- 52)
Tiros VIM (A- 53)























































































































































































































Fire 1 (Re-entry lest)
Fire II (Re-entry Test)
SERT-1A (Ion Engine Test)
RAMC- I (A) (Re-entry Test)
•RAM C-ll (B) (Re-entry Test)




Explore 13 (S-55A) (Micrometeoroids)
Explore 16 (S-55B) (Micrometeoroids)
Explore 23 (S-55C) (Micrometeoroids)
Pegasus 1 (A) (Micrometeoroids)
Pegasus II (B) (Micrometeoroids)
Pegosus III (C) {Micrometeoroids)
SERT-M (Ion Engine Test)




































































































COSMOS: Cosmos appeared as a designator in 1962 to be used for ex-
plaining many different Soviet activities in space without giving specific
details.
GOR1ZONT: Communications Satellite
EKRAN: Television Broadcasting Satellite
ELEKTRON: Satellites launched in pairs (with apogees of 4,000 miles
and 40,000 miles) to map radiation belts.
INTERCOSMOS: Scientific satellites carrying experiments from other
countries which make the payloads "international."
LUNA; Unmanned payloads launched to the Moon for lunar exploration.
These include lunar orbiters, lunar landers, find lunar lander return
missions.
MARS; Unmanned payloads launched to explore the planet Mars.
METEOR: Earth satellites primarily for collecting and reporting world-
wide meteorological (weather) data. Early weather satellites were
included in the Cosmos series.
MOLN1YA: A communications satellite appearing in a highly elliptical
orbit over the same portion of the Earth each day on each of its
climbs to apogee, giving good coverage to the Soviet Union.
OREOL: Scientific satellite intended to study physical phenomena in upper
atmosphere and for studying the nature of the polar lights. Luanched
jointly with Fr ance.
POLYOT: Earth satellites incorporating onboard propulsion systems for
changing orbits.
PROGNOZ; "FORECAST" - A solar irradiation and magnetosphere satellite
for changing orbits.
PROGRESS: Cargo supply ship
RADIO ond 1SKRA; Amateur Radio Satellite
RADUGA; Geosynchronous Communications Satellite.
SALYUT; The first Earth orbiting space station for prolonged occupancy
and revisitation by Cosmonauts.
SOYUZ; A manned spacecraft incorporating provisions for three Cosmo-
nauts.
SPUTNIK: An early designation for Soviet unmanned orbiting payloads.
These included scientific payloads and unmanned tests of the Vostok
spacecraft.
VENUS (VENERA): Unmanned payloads launched to explore the planet
Venus.
VQSKHOD; Adaptation of the Vostok capsule to accommodate two and
three Cosmonauts. Vokhod I orbited three persons and Voskhod 0 orbited
two persons performing the first manned extravehicular activity.
VOSTOK: The Soviet's first manned capsule, roughly spherical, used to
place the first six Cosmonauts in Earth orbit.
ZOND: Lunar and deep space probes not otherwise designated. Includes
circumlunar spacecraft.
B-36
Unofficial Tabulation Of USSRSpacef lights
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66
fl
3 . Vostok, Voskhod - - - - 2 2 2 1 1 -
4. Cosmos - - - - - 12 12 27 52 34
5 . Venus (Venik) - - - - - 3 . - - 2 .




Total to Date 2 1 3 3 6 2 0 1 7 3 5 6 4 4 4
•Includes launches identified by the US but not anno



















66 74 70 88

































































































































Funding, Manpower, & Facilities
C-l
U.S. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF NASA PRIME CONTRACT AWARDS*
TOTAL - FISCAL YEARS 1978 THROUGH 1982
(Millions of Dollars)
•Exclude! amallar procurements, generally Ihosa ot less Ilian $10,000: also excludes awards placed
c-z








































































































































































































































































































































































R&D Funding By Program
(In Millions of Dollors) As of 30 Sep 82
OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT
Space Shuttle
Space Flight Operations
STS Oper Capability Dev


















































































R&D Funding By Program












Poyload & Pfenning & Prog Integ
TOTAL
OSTDS

































































































R&D Funding By Program
(In Millions of Dollars) As of 30 Scp £
Current Programs
Space Research i Tech.













Nuclear Power & Propulsion
Mission Analysis
TOTAL OAST
O P E R A T I N G ACCOUNT
UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS
TOTAL P R O G R A M


















































































































.a/Includes .6 unobligated balance which lapsed 9-30-82.
'^includes .1 unobligated balance which lapsed 9-30-81.
I^ncludes .3 unobligated balance which lapsed 9-30-80.
I^ncludes .3 unobligated balance which lapsed 9-30-79.
C-7
R&D Funding By Location





Dryden Flight Research Facility






Marshall Space Flight. Center
Space Nuclear Systems Office
Wallops Flight Center
Western Support Office






Aopropriations Transfer & Adjustments






























































































As of 30 Seu 82
























a/ Includes .6 unobligated balance which lapsed 9-30-82.
I/Includes .1 unobligated balance which lapsed 9-30-81.
£/Includes .3 unobligated balance which lapsed 9-30-80.
^/Includes .3 unobligated balance which lapsed 9-30-79.
NASA OBLIGATIONS TO UNIVERSITIES















FY 1971 include) S16.0M in iwerdi to Draper Lab.
~ FY 1072 include* S5.7M In award) to Draper Lab.
FY 1973 Include* S5.2M in awardt to Draper Lab.



















NOTE: Exclude* awardt to California Initituta of Technology for operation of the Jet Propultion Laboritory. 1
Sou rt.: NASA UnivtnitV Affiin Office |
C-fl
Construction Of Facilities




Dryden Flight Research Center






Marshall Space Flight Center
Michoud Assembly Facility
National Space Technologies Lab






Space Shuttle Payload Facilities
Repair
Rehabilitation & Modification*
Facility Planning & Design
Unallocated Planning & Design
TOTAL PLAN






























































































































































































Dryden Flight Research Ctr.






Marshall Space Flight Center
Michoud Assembly Facility
Notional Space Tech Lab
Nuclear Rocket Dev. Station
Pacific Launch Ops. Office
Wallops Flight Center
Various Locations























































































































































































Research And Program Management




Dryden Flight Research Center





Marshall Space Flight Center
National Space Tech Lab






























































































































































































































V Includes $10 million for basic institutional and other requirements for agencies resident at MTF/Stidell.
3/ ERC was closed on June 30, 1970.
C-12
Research And Program Management





Dry den Flight Research Center
Goddard Space Plight Center
Kennedy Space Center
Lang ley Research Center
Lewis Research Center
Johnson Space Center
Marshall Space Flight Center
Pacific Launch Operations























































































































































As of 30 Sep 82


















































Onboard At End Of Fiscal Year* A> °f » S«P 82
INSTALLATION
NASA Headquarter;
Ames Research Center I/
Dryden Flight Research Center





Marshall Space Flight Center
Space Nuclear Systems Office
NASA Pasadena Office (NoPO)
Wallops Flight Center










































































































































































































Dryden Fit Research Or
Goddard Sp. Fit, Cen.
Kennedy Space Center
Langley Research Cen, .
Lewlr. Research Center
Johnson Space Center
Marshall Sp. Fit; Center
Pacific Launch Ops.




















Onboard At End Of Fiscal Year*














































































































































3f Prior years figures included in WSO. * Includes Temporary Personnel
-''Figures for North Eastern Office.
£/ Effective in 1948 WSO was disestablished and elements merged with NaPO
^Effective in 1946 PLOO activity was merged under KSC.
•
C-15
Minorities as Percent of Permanent Employees
By Installation




























Women as Percent of Permanent Employees
By Installation
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Eorth Resources Technology Satellite
European Space Agency
European Space Research Organization
Environmental Science Services Agency
Two-man Spacecraft
Geodetic Earth Observations Satellite
Geostationary Meteorological Satellite
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
Heat Capacity Mapping Mission






































Stratospheric Aerosol Gas Experiment
Small Astronomy Satellite
Satellite Business Systems
Spacecraft Charging at High Altitudes
Ocean Research Satellite
S 1 Ma M"
Synchronous Meteorological Satellite
Lunar Soft Landing Spacecraft
Synchronous Communications Satellite
Television Infrared Observation Satellite
Tiros Operational Satellite
NASA
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
